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The potential of social impact for smaller businesses.
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ABOUT
This Guidance is specifically tailored
to small businesses. It contains a
total of seven sections based on
what businesses believed they
required to help them improve their
social impact. We hope the guidance
will be of use to any small
businesses that need information or
some inspiration.

This project was carried out in
collaboration with Interimconsult and
Learning without borders.

INTERVIEWS
Manufacturing
To help us develop these
10%
guidelines, we conducted
Construction
interviews with 9 small and
10%
Consulting
1 medium sized businesses.
40%
We wanted to find out
Logistics
10%
what they were already
doing to make a social
Recruitment
impact, and how we could
10%
help them to improve it.
Marketing
The businesses came from
20%
a variety of different
industries, as illustrated in the pie chart on the right.
These guidelines contain several case studies of the businesses involved.

WHAT IS SOCIAL
IMPACT?
Social impact is the positive
effect of business practices on
people and communities. These
effects can be environmental,
economic and social.
Creating social impact allows
businesses to give back to their
customers and the wider
community.
Many small businesses already
make some type of social impact
but this can often be expanded
even further.

"We're all responsible
in our own way for
supporting social
"If you are a person who

impact. There's a

likes to do the right

circle contribution."

thing you will probably
already be doing a lot
of 'social impact’."

SATT BASRA THE RESOLUTE
GROUP

DEBBIE PORTER DESTINATION
DIGITAL

Environmental
impact

Community Impact
Local level:

Sustainability

Social impact changes that directly
benefit the local community.
Internally:
Creating a sense of community
within the business.

Benefits of Social Impact:
Engages the local and wider
community.
Can contribute to more public
awareness of the business.
Increases revenue as it attracts
more customers and improves
employee productivity.
Spreads the importance of social
responsibility and inspires other
businesses to follow suit.

Greener options
in the workplace.

What can
social
impact look
like?

More efficient
transport
mechanisms to
reduce the
businesses carbon
footprint.

Educational
impact
Financing
education for
young
students/future
employees.

COMMUNITY
This is the impact your business practices have on the local
area and people within it.
Small businesses have a closer connection to their customers
and community, therefore they are the ideal group to make
social impact on a local level rather
than large corporations.
60% of businesses said that
they felt most confident
making community impact
over other categories

Don't have a local
community?

What are
businesses doing?
Employing local
Supporting local sports teams
Hosting/attending charity events
such as fun runs or fairs.

Some businesses have employees spread out across the
country, so they don't have one single local community to
Spending profits locally
impact.
In this case the best way to improve community impact is to
Hiring local contractors
create a one at work.
This is all about treating your employees with respect, and
Including paid volunteering
strengthening relationships within the business
hours in employee
Paying all employees living wage rather than minimum
contracts
Flexibility around personal problems and the
need for days off
70% of businesses mentioned
Sending employees on volunteering or
donations to local charities
team building days together
when asked how they impact
their local community

Case study

Andy Caddell

Andy Caddell owns McCallan
Marketing, a healthcare
centered client
communication agency.

Current social impact and thoughts:

"You have to apply
the right principles
in how you run your
business"

Considers the social impact of his company to be an extension
of his own personal beliefs and principles.
Donates to food banks and other charities.
Uses local businesses for office supplies
Believes in integrating the business in the local community and
having a good relationship with the people who live nearby - he
made sure to introduce himself when the business first moved
in, and is always willling to help out where he can.

ENVIRONMENT
This is the impact your business has on the environment,
whether that be through carbon emissions, waste, use of
natural resources etc.
According to a recent Deloitte survey, 43% of UK consumers
are already actively choosing brands based on their
environmental values.
Small businesses are already far more eco friendly than large
corporations purely due to their size, but more can be done.
You could attract new clients and prospective employees to
your business by making just a few tweaks, such as recycling,
or making sure your office/work vehicles are energy efficient.
There are often less obvious benefits as well, for example
going paperless reduces stationary costs, and also increases
efficiency, as information retrieval is much faster.

30 %

Percentage of
businesses who
recycle

Case study

60 %

Percentage of
businesses who cut
back on travel

John Bell

20 %
Percentage of
businesses who use
renewable energy
resources

What are
businesses doing?
Going paperless
Decreasing transport
use/switching to electric
vehicles
Recycling, reusing and reducing
any business supplies
Environmentally friendly supply
chain at every stage
Working in energy efficient
office buildings and using
renewable energy sources

John Bell is the founder and
managing director of Bellvedi Ltd. a
business focused on consulting and
software development for the
railway industry.

Current social impact and thoughts:
Started up his business in order to have more time for climate
change activism.
"The main thing that
Uses an ethical bank, Triodos, to make sure his profits are not
I'm concerned about
being used to fund ventures that do not align with his values.
is the environment
Turns down potential clients who are involved in the fossil fuel
industry.
and climate change"
Monitors electricity levels and recycling usage in the business.
Implemented a no flying for work policy.
Sources local suppliers and expertise.
Has socially beneficial team days within the business, for example working for a
local wildlife compound, weeding ragwort.

EDUCATION
Educational impact is all about
sharing your knowledge, and
providing opportunities for
people to better themselves,
both inside and outside the
business.

50% of businesses we talked to
regularly visit local schools to
give talks and work with the
students

Inside the Business

Taking on interns and apprentices

You can upskill your staff by sending them on training
days, courses and promoting cross-training amongst
employees. This is a huge benefit to them as it provides
new skills and opportunities to learn. It is also a major
boost to your business to have employees with a wide
range of talents.

Outside the Business
You can host talks or start programs, especially in schools
and universities, helping to educate younger people about
the world of business and provide them with employability
skills.
This not only makes a big social
impact, but can also attract new
talent to your business.
50% of businesses are
actively making steps to
upskill their staff via courses,
training days or other means

Case study

Paul Corcoran

What are
businesses doing?

Giving talks in local schools
Sending staff on training days or
courses to upskill their workforce
Hiring more diverse groups of
people, including those who aren't
already in employment education
or training
Hosting talks with other
businesses to share knowledge

Paul Corcoran is the
Managing Director of
Interimconsult, a
Management
Consultancy firm.

Current social impact and thoughts:
"An accumulation of
Believes that small businesses have the potential to make a
small things can add
huge social impact
up to something
Participates in the Social Impact Game, a programme which
really big"
allows students from the University of Nottingham to carry
out a project centred on social impact, gaining key skills and
experience in the process
Now employing previous students from this programme.
Is currently establishing an Interimconsult ‘Small Changes Matter Fund’

SOCIAL IMPACT
DURING THE
PANDEMIC
The pandemic has left many vulnerable
people facing unemployment, debt and
even homelessness, creating an
even greater need for socially
90% of the businesses we
responsible businesses.
interviewed have
It has also sparked a mental
reconsidered their social
health crisis, as people try
impact plans because of the
to navigate the challenges
pandemic.
of working from home, and
being socially isolated.
According to new research from
Network Rail, 48% of British people
agree that their mental health has
"It has made social
taken a hit since the pandemic
impact even more
began.
critical"
Businesses have a responsibility to
look after their employee's health, both
physical and mental.
Many companies are planning on fully or partially moving
online even after lockdown, so it is vital that employers
understand how to look after their staff in this environment.

Case study
Satt Basra and Phil Crew

"As a business.
flexibility is the biggest
word we've had to pick
up over the last 12
months"

How are businesses
adapting?
Providing mental health
counselling and services to their
employees
Reflecting on their current social
impact and how this can be
enhanced to uplift the community
Moving all projects online and
training employees in
the use of online
software

80% of the businesses we
interviewed agreed that
the pandemic has
enhanced their view on
social impact.

The Resolute Group is a people centric business operating
as a consultancy firm supporting iconic infrastructure and
construction projects

Current social impact and thoughts:
Satt and Phil (Co-Managing Directors) understand that the most
important aspect of social impact currently is associated with the
pandemic.
They identified the need for more wellbeing focused impact as a result.
They are planning on establishing a Health and Wellbeing Foundation
to help support the mental health of employees who are working from
home.
They believe that the effects of the pandemic are especially difficult for
young people, for example interns or apprentices, who need in-person
opportunities to learn and gain experience.

PUBLICISE YOUR
SOCIAL IMPACT!
50% of the businesses we talked to told us that their
customers didn't know about their social impact

This is despite the fact that all of these businesses are already making major steps
towards social impact. No doubt as you have read through these guidelines, you have
realised that you are too.
According to a Sogeti Cap Gemini study, 79% of consumers are changing their purchase
preferences based on social responsibility, inclusiveness, or environmental impact.
So why wouldn't you want to let them know that you also care about these things?
I create a social
impact anyway,
without needing to
get 'credit' for it.

I don't want to seem
vulgar by boasting about
all the good things I am
doing.

This attitude is common, however publicising your social impact is really
important and can even be a method of increasing impact in its own right:
If people become more open about the ways in
which they make an impact, it holds other
businesses to account, and less socially conscious
business owners will start to feel the pressure to
If your industry is business to
improve their practices
business, rather than straight to
customer, make sure you let clients
It builds up your reputation, attracting not only
know about any new ways you have
new customers but also prospective employees.
found to increase social impact, so that
It could help you get into contact with other
they can implement these changes as well
businesses who want to make a social impact,
and help spread the word.
allowing you to collaborate with them, creating
bigger and better impact schemes.

So the next time you make a change to your business or
start a new scheme you think will really make an impact,
make sure to get onto social media and tell the world
about it!

Some companies dedicate an entire
page on their website to their social
impact, which is a really good way
to emphasise the importance of
social responsibility.

CONTRIBUTORS
Thank you to the businesses involved!
1. McCallan Marketing Ltd - Andy Caddell
2. Destination Digital - Debbie Porter
3. Bellvedi Ltd - John Bell
4. DGP Logistics PLC - Saheb Dhesi
5. The Resolute Group - Satt Basra and Phil Crew
6. Woodhead Group - Matthew Bust
7. The Grangeside Group - Phil Urwin
8. Morsel Ltd - Ola Czerwiakowska
9. ARH Financial - Alan Hayes
10. Interimconsult - Paul Corcoran

In partnership with Interimconsult and learning
without borders

